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Abstract Instead of making wallpaper by repeating copies of a motif, we construct wallpaper 
functions. These are functions on R 2 that are invariant under the action of one of the 17 planar 
crystallographic groups. We also construct functions with antisymmetries, and offer a complete 
analysis of types. Techniques include exhibiting bases for various spaces of wallpaper functions, 
and an algebraic definition of equivalence of pattern type. 

The study of wallpaper patterns is often placed in the field of discrete geometry, which 
uses a fruitful interplay between geometry and algebra to classify patterns. Topologists 
have also claimed this topic, associating wallpaper patterns with their orbifolds, which 
are the topological spaces obtained as the quotient of the plane by a group action. But 
if one is interested in generating repeat patterns and seeing how they look, the field of 
analysis has much to offer. We define the concept of a wallpaper function and develop a 
theory that enables us to construct wallpaper functions of any type, including functions 
with negating symmetries, defined in the first section. Types with negating symmetries 
represent the 46 2-color patterns discovered by H. J. Woods [5] and named in different 
systems by Griinbaum [4] and Shubnikov [8]. We also offer a relatively simple proof that 
the number of 2-color types is indeed 46. 

A typical discussion of patIerns begins with the idea of a figure, or set of points, 
remaining invariant under an isometry of the plane [1]. A wallpaper pattern is then 
defined as a set of points invariant under the action of one of the 17 two-dimensional 
crystallographic groups, known as wallpaper groups. Another approach is to identify 
one fundamental cell of the pattern, called a motif, and describe a wallpaper pattern as 
consisting of repeated copies of the motif. Both of these cause some difficulty when one 
attempts to classify the symmetries of patterns found in the decorative arts: one does 
not see only a set of points, but gradations of shade and hue that repeat as the pattern 
does; it may be hard to pick out the boundaries of a motif. Our view is that  it requires at 
least a real-valued function, and possibly a complex-valued one, to record the rich detail 
of patterns found in nature and the arts. 
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Figure 1: A wallpaper function with symmetries and negating symmetries 

The pat tern in FIGURE 1 exhibits many symmetries: it is invariant under half-turns, 
horizontal mirrors, and vertical glide reflections. But there are antisymmetries as well: 
a negating vertical mirror is the most striking one. This pattern,  drawn using the level 
curves of a smooth function of two variables, 1 was discovered in the course of creating 
a function with symmetry group ping. If at tention is restricted to the symmetries the 
pat tern actually has, that  is the symmetry group one finds. However, something else is 
going on: reflecting about a vertical axis reverses the shading. If black and white were 
identified, one would say that  this pat tern has cmm symmetry. 

How many different ways are there to create pat terns with some symmetries and some 
antisymmetries? As we prove that  there are 63 ways, we give recipes for concocting 
pat terns of any desired symmetry. This is done by what amounts to harmonic analysis on 
orbifolds, although we use more down-to-earth vocabulary. The recipes describe infinite 
series of terms that  may be included with any coefficients to produce a pat tern of desired 
symmetry. 

The count of 63 types of wallpaper pat terns only exhausts the possibilities for mono- 
chromatic patterns. In a later section we define color-turning symmetries and give a few 
examples. There is at least one infinite class of pat terns with color-turning symmetry. 
We leave the classification of this type of pat tern for another article. 

T h e  A l g e b r a  o f  W a l l p a p e r  F u n c t i o n s  

We call a complex- or real-valued function f (x ) ,  defined on the entire Euclidean plane, a 
wallpaper function if it is invariant under two linearly independent translations. Our clas- 
sification of wallpaper functions amounts to an algebraic identification of the additional 

]In suitable coordinates, this is cos(X) + sin(2X)sin(3Y) + cos(3X)cos(2Y) + sin(4X)sin(Y). 
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symmetries (and negating symmetries) such a function can enjoy. 
We assume the reader is somewhat familiar with the 17 wallpaper groups~ which ex- 

haust the ways in which rotations, reflections, and glide reflections can be combined 
with the required translations (in two linearly independent directions) to form a group 
of symmetries of the Euclidean plane. The crystallographic restriction is central to the 
classification of these groups: the only possible rotations have periods 2, 3, 4, or 6. Doris 
Schattschneider's article in The American Mathematical Monthly [7] is one among many 
excellent sources. We use without further comment the vocabulary of lattices and funda- 
mental cells. 

If G is any of these groups, we say that  a function f is G-invariant if 

f (gx)  = f (x )  forx  e ~2,g  C G, 

and if this equation holds for all x only when g belongs to G. Thus we reserve the language 
of G -invariance for situations where f is not invariant under any group larger than G. 

If k is an isometry of the Euclidean plane and if 

f ( kx )  = - f ( x )  forx  E ]R 2, 

we say t ha t f  is k-negating and call k a negating symmetry of f .  At first glance, one might 
assume that a G-invariant function could have a large collection of unrelated negating 
symmetries, complicating the proposed classification. For example, in FIGURE 1, there 
are several parallel negating mirrors, but also a negating translation along half the diagonal 
of the cell. Need we consider patterns with some but not all of these negating symmetries? 
The following theorem shows that, in classifying patterns, it suffices to identify a single 
negating symmetry. 

T h e o r e m  1 Suppose f is G-invariant and k-negating; then every negating symmetry of 
f has the form gk, where g is in G. 

Proof: First observe that  the inverse of k is a negating symmetry: 

f (kk- lx)  = - f ( k - ' x ) ,  s o f ( k - l x ) = - f ( x ) .  

It is similarly easy to show that the product of two negating symmetries is a positive 
symmetry of f .  Thus if k* is any negating symmetry, composing k* with k -1 must result 
in an element g of G. Transposing shows that  k* is kg. • 

Further observations simplify the picture. If f is G-invariant and k-negating, then 
the function lfl is G-invariant and k-invariant and therefore invariant under the group 
generated by G and k. We call this group the extended invariance group of f ,  and usually 
refer to it as E. Since E is a group of isometries containing two independent translations, 
clearly E must be one of the 17 wallpaper groups, a fact that  further simplifies our 
classification. 

A moment 's  thought shows that  G is normal in E, and the quotient E/G is cyclic of 
order 2, unless E and G are the same, as is the case when f has no negating symmetries. 
Thus, in classifying wallpaper functions with a given invariance group in mind, one need 
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only look for a single negating symmetry to generate whatever others the function may 
have. 

In constructing functions of a given pattern, we will find that it is most natural to start 
with the group G, the actual symmetries of a pattern, and extend it to E by introducing 
a negating symmetry. As we seek to prove that our process has exhausted all possibilities, 
group homomorphisms prove useful: we start with E, the group of extended symmetries, 
and find G sitting inside it as a normal subgroup. For convenience, we use {I,-l} to 
indicate the cyclic group of order 2, using multiplicative notation. The following theorem 
summarizes some facts; the proof is transparent. 

T h e o r e m  2 Suppose E is any of the 17 wallpaper groups, ¢ is any homomorphism from 
E to {1 , -1} ,  and f satisfies 

f (kx)  = ¢(k) f (x) forx  e a 2, k e E. (1) 

Call G the kernel of E, that is ¢-1(1), and let k be any element of E with ¢(k) -- - 1 .  
Then f is G-invariant and k-negating. Conversely, if f is G-invariant and k-negating, 
then the equation above can be used to define a homomorphism ¢ with G as its kernel. 

So we see that counting the ways in which a function could be G-invariant and k- 
negating amounts to counting the homomorphisms of E to {1 , -1} .  But this is not quite 
correct; a notion of equivalence is needed. 

Examples show that different homomorphisms can give rise to patterns with all the 
same symmetries and antisymmetries. For example, FIGURE 2 depicts two functions 
2 with positive translations as well as negating ones; in each case, some half-turns are 
positive, while others are negative. Do these have the same symmetry type? 

Figure 2: Positive and negating half-turns 

The homomorphisms suggested by the diagrams are apparently different. In the left- 
hand figures let us present the extended symmetry group as E = {T1, ~-2, P} ~ p2, where T1 

2 The left-hand figures uses 3 cos(X + 0Y ) + 3 cos(0X + Y) +cos(5X + 4Y) + 2 cos(-3X + 2Y) - cos (7X + 
0Y), while the right-hand one shows 2 cos(X + Y) + 2.5 cos(3X - 2Y) + 3 cos(X + Y) + 2 cos(5X - 4Y). 
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is the positive (horizontal) translation, r2 the negating one, and p is a positive half-turn 
at the corner of the cell; then the homomorphism 

el(T1) = 1, Ca(T2) = --1, ¢1(P) = 1 

fits the picture. For the right-hand figure, call r~ the positive translation, r~ the negating 
(horizontal) one, and p' the negating half-turn at the corner of the cell. The extended 
symmetry group is E '  = {r~, rg', p'} ~ p2, and the correct homomorphism would be 

¢2(r~) = 1, ¢2(r¢.) = - 1 ,  ¢2(P') = - 1 .  

These are evidently different homomorphisms, but these two patterns should be considered 
to have the same type. However much the drawn-in parallelogram might have disguised 
the situation, the complete story of the symmetry of each figure is this: there is an 
alternating grid of positive and negating two-centers. Mathematically, the equivalence of 
these situations is expressed by the existence of an isomorphism of E with E '  that  carries 
one homomorphism to the other. 

For our example, the isomorphism 

shows the patterns to be equivalent, because it satisfies 

¢1(i(k)) = ¢2(k) fork • E'.  (2) 

We say that the homomorphisms ¢1 (from E to {1 , -1})  and Ce (from E '  to {1 , -1})  
give rise to the same wallpaper type if Equation 2 is satisfied for some isomorphism i. A 
wallpaper type is an equivalence class of homomorphisms under this sense of equivalence. 
A function has a given wallpaper type if there is a homomorphism in that  equivalence 
class for which the function satisfies the equation above. 

T h e o r e m  3 There are exactly 63 different (monochrome) wallpaper types. That is, there 
are exactly 63 equivalence classes of homomorphisms from E to {1 , -1} ,  where E is 
isomorphic to one of the 17 wallpaper groups. 

Before proving this theorem, we use an analytic approach to give recipes for construct- 
ing wallpaper functions. We show how to construct 63 types, and name them as we go 
using Shubnikov's notation. To show that we have indeed found all the types, we return 
to an algebraic approach. 

T h ~  Ana lys i s  o f  W a l l p a p e r  F u n c t i o n s  

The first step in producing functions with given wallpaper symmetries and negating sym- 
metries is a standard method for finding functions periodic with respect to a lattice, which 
we summarize here. Since we need to know in advance the lattice with respect to which 
the function is periodic, we will start  with G, the group of symmetries of the function, 
and build outward to E, the extended group of symmetries. 
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Suppose a latt ice is generated by vectors T1 and ~-2- We look for periodic functions of 
the form e 2~i×~, where x = (x~y) represents the ordinary Cartesian coordinates. Compu- 
tat ion shows that  this function will be periodic with respect to the lattice if and only if 
T1 • 0Y and T2 • w are both integers. It is convenient to introduce the dual lattice generated 
by d l  and d2, where 

{ 0 if iT~j  (3) T | . d j  
1 if i = j .  

Then the most general exponential function periodic with respect to our lattice is 

e2~rix. (rid1 +rod2). 

We call these lattice waves, because they arise from solving the (linear) wave equation in 
a fundamental domain of the lattice. We mention in passing that  each lattice wave has its 
own frequency and that  the most general wallpaper vibration consists of a superposition 
of these waves. 

The complicated expression for lattice waves is simplified by introducing lattice coor- 
dinates: 

X _  x - d 1  y _  x ' d 2  
2~r ' 2~r 

Then the lattice waves have the simple expression e i(nX+mY). Happily, as m and n 
vary over the integers these functions form a basis for the Hilbert space of complex-valued 
L 2 functions periodic with respect to the latt ice (under the usual inner product obtained 
by integrating with respect to Lebesgue measure over a fundamental lattice cell). If one 
prefers to work with real functions, then cos (nX+mY)  and s i n ( n X + m Y )  (with n greater 
than m this time) will do nicely. 

The above applies to any function periodic with respect to a lattice, hence any wallpa- 
per function. For more detail we must specialize to part icular groups. We take the reader 
through representative examples and then list all the results in a table. 

E x a m p l e  1. G = p l .  This is the group with no other isometries than the required two 
independent translations. The most general G-invariant function (in the function space 
L2(lR2)) is a superposition of the latt ice waves above. In producing a picture for this type 
of pat tern you may choose the lat t ice vectors, 71 and T2, however you wish. However, for 
this discussion let 's assume that  the latt ice is neither a rectangle nor a rhombus, as such 
a lattice creates extra  possibilities, which we do not wish to consider in this first example. 

We ask: what isometries could play the role of k, generating the negating isometries? 
We need k 2 to belong to G, which limits us considerably. The possibilities can be reduced 
to h, v, d, and p, where 

h 2 = ~-1, v 2 = T2, d 2 = ~-1~-2, andp  2 = id. 

The letter names are meant to be evocative: h is a horizontal half-translation, v is a 
vertical half-translation, d is a diagonal half-translation, and p is a half-turn about the 
origin. 

Consider a candidate for a G-invariant function 

f (x )  -- E a~m cos(nX + mY)  + b~m s in(nX + mY).  
n > m  
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Computation shows that f will be h-negating if and only if n is always odd, v-negating if 
and only if m is always odd, and d-negating if and only if the sum (n + m) is always odd. 
Of course, these conditions are related: if f is h-negating and v-negating, then the sum 
(n + m) is always even, and so f is invariant under d, contradicting our assumption that 
G-invariant means invariant only under the transformations in G. Another observation 
is that  a sum with n odd could be turned into a sum with m odd by simply switching 
X for Y. Similarly, if we try to negate d, the condition would amount to (n + m) being 
odd; this turns out not to be a new type. Thus far, then, we identify only two types of 
pl-invariant functions: 

pl : n, m and n + m are general 

p~l : n is odd and m (and hence n + m) is general 

Finding p-negating functions is simple: use only the sine terms. Thus we identify: 

p2' : a,~,~ = 0, parities of n, m, n + m are general 

What happens if we look for a function that is both p-negating and k-negating? This is 
the example discussed above: p and h together generate a half-turn under which f would 
be positive, foiling our plan to create a function with no positive symmetries outside pl. 

The algebraic proof in a later section will be more airtight, but this shows for now 
that there are just four types of functions with pl  symmetry, as long as the fundamental 
cell is general, that is, neither a rectangle nor a rhombus. 

Before continuing with another example, we mention some conventions used in naming 
the patterns. In the standard crystallographic notation, the numerals 2, 3, 4, and 6 refer 
to rotations through angles of 2~/2, 27r/3, 2~-/4, and 27r/6. The invariant points of 
such rotations are called 2-centers, 3-centers, &centers, and 6-centers. In Shubnikov's 
notation [8], primes indicate negating symmetries. A subscript c indicates that d is 
negating, while a subscript b means that h is negating. Occasionally, the notation is not 
quite rational, we think, but it seems more evocative than Griinbaum's [4], which gives a 
number to each type with extended symmetry group E. 

E x a m p l e  2. G = p3. This group requires a special lattice shape in which a fundamental 
region is formed of two equilateral triangles. We call this the hex lattice. If one attempts 
to introduce a 3-center in a group with any other lattice, translations smaller than those 
in the lattice subgroup are generated, showing that the lattice is not what one hoped for. 

This group is generated by the two translations 71 and T2 together with P3, rotation 
through 27r/3 about the origin. We name the lattice elements in convenient relation to 
the Cartesian coordinates: 

T1 = (K, 0), T2 = ( - g / 2 ,  ~ - ) .  

Then we compute the lattice variables for the hex lattice and find that they behave rather 
simply under P3: 

27r y 2~r 
x = - ( x  + - = ) ,  Y - 

K v ~  y' 1("  ,,/3 
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p(X, Y) = ( -Y ,  x - Y). 

Therefore the potential lattice wave e i('~x+mY) becomes e i(mx-('+'~)z) when p is ap- 
plied. This, in turn, becomes e i(-(~'+m)x+'~Y), which returns to the original after one more 
application of p. A typical term in a p3-invariant sum has these three terms bundled 
together. We digress a moment to remark that we are using a special case of a much 
more general principle, useful for producing functions invariant under a transformation 
of order p. 

f~(x) = (f(x) + / ( ~ x )  + / (~2x )  + . - .  + f(~P-lx))/p 

is ~-invariant regardless of what f is. Of course, in our context, we must be careful that  
this procedure respects the lattice invariance. 

The most general sum representing a p3 function is thus: 

f (x)  = Z an,~C(n, m) + bn~S(n, m), 

where 

C(n,m) = cos(nX + mY) + cos(mX - (n + re)Y) + cos ( - (n  + m)X + nY), 

and 

S(n, m) = sin(nX + mY) + sin(reX - (n + re)Y) + s in ( - (n  + m)X + nY). 

This form shows that we may dispense with the parity considerations encountered 
while studying pl. For example, the coefficient of X cannot always be odd. We may not 
extend G using half-translations of any kind. Instead, we need consider only reflections, 
glide reflections, and rotations as possible negating symmetries. It turns out that it 
suffices to consider only three possibilities: p~, rotation through 27r/6 about the origin, 
a~, reflection about the x-axis, and ay, reflection about the y-axis. 

Computation shows that, in terms of the lattice coordinates, p6(X, Y) = (X - Y, X). 
Thus, for instance, cos(nX + mY) becomes cos((n + m)X - nY), which is one of the 
terms already included with the original, because cosine is an even function. Since the 
sine function is odd, those terms negate upon application of P6. Clearly, the sum above 
falls into two parts: the cosine terms are invariant under p6, while the sine terms are 
negating under pa. Generic p3 functions will have both sines and cosines. We identify sums 
consisting only of sines as pff functions. Sums consisting only of cosines are disallowed in 
this discussion; they will appear later as the most general of p6 functions. 

The equation as(X, Y) = (X -Y ,  - Y )  is easy to verify. It shows that we must combine 
terms of the form C(n, m) - C(n, - (n  + m) ) and S(n, m) - S(n, - ( n  + m) ) to achieve a 
c~x-negating sum. Similarly, sums that negate when subjected to av require combinations 
of terms of the form C(n, m) - C( -n ,  (n + m)) and S(n, m) - S ( -n ,  (n + m)). 

Following these recipes will lead to functions of types p31m r and p3m ~, respectively, 
although caveats are in order: a function that falls into any two of these three subcate- 
gories of p3 is not really a p3 function at all, because invariance under some larger group 
is forced. For instance, a function that is negating with respect to both fie and a~ must 
be invariant under ay, since p 2 a x p  6 = a v. 

In summary, the only subcategories of/)3 symmetry are p6', p31m'i and p3mq 
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Infinite Series For Wallpaper Functions 

For each wallpaper group, we carry out an analysis like that illustrated in the examples, 
considering how negating symmetries can lead to various extended symmetry groups. We 
group the formulas by the shape of the underlying lattice unit. For example, a pmm- 
invariant function can have p4m as its extended symmetry group, but only if its lattice 
unit happens to be a square; it is most convenient to discuss this phenomenon in the 
context of the square cell. 

We use the notation of lattice waves and lattice coordinates, although occasionally we 
reorganize the form of the terms slightly for convenience. We list potential symmetries 
or negating symmetries and then present a table showing recipes for producing functions 
of the various types. The table includes the type name, the invariance group G for that 
type, and the extended invariance group, E. Note that the words horizontal and vertical 
are used conventionally, not in any absolute sense. 

In using the recipes to find examples, it is important to know that when no specific 
parity is mentioned for n, m, or n + m, terms of each parity must be included to achieve 
general parity; forgetting to do this can result in unanticipated symmetries. 

The general lattice 

Every continuous function periodic with respect to this lattice can be expressed as 

E a~m cos(nX + mY) + b~m sin(nX + mY), 
rL:>m 

and any choice of coefficients giving a convergent series leads to a function with this 
periodicity. Recall that X and Y are the lattice coordinates defined in the previous 
section. Our table tells which of these terms must be combined to produce functions of 
each possible type. 

In Example 1, we defined the isometrics that are important here: h is a horizontal half- 
translation, d a diagonal half-translation, and p is a half-turn about the origin. Making 
the table amounts to finding the terms that negate under each of these. There seem to be 
two extra entries, because some of the patterns can be made in two apparently different 
ways. The two recipes for p~2 were used to make the two patterns in FIGURE 2. As we 
saw there, these are equivalent from an algebraic point of view. 

The rectangular lattice 

Here we find it convenient to use trigonometric identities to reorganize the typical term 
a s  

a~,~ cos(nX) cos(mY) + b~m eos(nX) sin(mY) 

+c~,~ sin(nX) cos(mY) + d~m sin(nX) sin(mY). 

We name various isometrics that will play a role in the analysis of these types. Thus, h, 
d, v, and p are as before; a denotes a reflection about a horizontal line through the center 
of the cell; av is the similar vertical reflection. Likewise, 7 and % are glide reflections 
with axes through the center of the rectangle. Furthermore, c~ and/3 are the mirror and 
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type  G E Recipe for this type and remarks 
pl pl pl No additional symmetries; use general parity 
p~l pl pl n is odd; new cell is half of old 
p~l pl pl n + m is odd;new cell is half of old 
p2' pl  p2 only sines are used; p negative 
p2 p2 p2 only cosines appear 
p~2 p2 p2 only cosines appear; n is odd; negative half-turns; 

new cell is one quarter of old 
p~2 p2 p2 only cosines appear; n + m is odd; negative half-turns; 

new celt is half of old 

Table h Symmetry types in general lattice cell 

glide parallel to a but a quarter of the way down the cell; when subscripted with v they 
are a quarter of the way toward the left of the cell. 

Why is it enough to consider these? We give the gist of the idea, again leaving rigorous 
proof for the later algebraic section. If there are to be reflections at all, they must be 
parallel to the sides of a rectangular cell or along the diagonal of a rhombic cell. If 
reflections are too close together, they generate a translation smaller than the ones that 
already appear in the group. 

This is the largest category of patterns. We separate it into three parts, starting with 
two tables for types without rotations. 

type  G E 
pgt pl  pg 

Pg Pg Pg 

p' g pg pg 

p~lg pg pg 

P~cg P9 Pg 

pra' g pg ping 

pggl p9 pgg 

Recipe for this type and remarks 
n odd with cos(mY) and n even with sin(mY); 
~/negative 
n even with cos(mY) and n odd with sin(mY); 

positive (o+h + or a - h - )  
n odd with sin(mY); 

positive, h, ~ negative 
pg requirements with m odd; 
"~ positive, v,/3 negative 
pg requirements with n + m odd; 

positive, v, o~ negative 
n even with sin(nX)cos(mY) terms 
n odd with cos(nX) sin(mY) terms 
a~ and p negative 
n + m even with sin(nX) cos(mY) terms 
n + m odd with cos(nX) sin(mY) terms 
~ and p negative 

Table 2: Symmetry types in rectangular cell without mirrors or rotations 
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t y p e  G E 
pm' p l pm 

pm pm pm 

P'blm pm pm 

p~b m pm pm 

p'cm pm cm 

pmm'  pm prom 

pmg ~ pm Pm9 

Recipe for this type and remarks 
sin(mY) terms only; 
a negative 
cos(mY) terms only; 
a positive 
cos(mY) terms only and n odd; 
"~ negative; new cell half of old 
cos(mY) terms only and m odd; 
(~ negative; new cell half of old 
cos(mY) terms only and n + m odd; 
fl negative; new cell half of old 
sin(nY) cos(mY) terms only; 
a~ and p negative 
n odd with sin(nX) cos(mY) terms 
n even with cos(nX) sin(mY) terms 
7 and p negative;/3 positive 

Table 3: Remaining symmetry types in rectangular cell without rotations 

We use a separate table for the types in the rectangular cell in which half-turns are 
present because there are fewer possibilities for the terms. The most general term has the 
form 

a,~m cos(nX) cos(mY) + d~m sin(nX) sin(mY). 

We continue the conventions for naming isometrics established above, and pause to 
comment on Shubnikov's rational notation [8]. As we indicated before, primes indicate 
negating isometrics in the pattern, and these occur immediately after the isometry that 
serves as an antisymmetry in the pattern. For instance, in pmlm ~, there are two negating 
mirrors. What is the difference between p~cmg, p~mg, and p'bgm, all of which have pm9 as 
the group of actual symmetries? The subscript c refers to a translation into the center of 
the cell, which we have called a half-diagonal translation; FIGURE 1 shows an example 
of this type. The subscript b refers to a translation along the base of the cell, but then 
there are two types to distinguish: those where this negating translation is in the direction 
of the glide, and those where the negating translation is in the direction of the mirror. 
Here, we can only say that the notation is less than perfect. Examples can be seen in 
Communications in Visual Mathematics [3]. 

The rhombic lattice 

It turns out to be a bit simpler to vary Our approach for the rhombic lattice. A rhombic 
cell can be thought of as arising from a rectangular lattice with the introduction of a half- 
diagonal translation. When we use coordinates consistent with this view, we can recycle 
all the isometry notation from the rectangular cell. Now the translation h, formerly viewed 
as a horizontal translation, is actually the diagonal translation halfway into the new cell, 
though we still call it h. We shift slightly and call a the reflection about the x-axis, which 
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t y p e  G E 
pm'm I p2 p m m  

pml g ~ p2 ping 

pgl gl p2 pgg 

prom p m m  p m m  

P~bmm prom prom 

p~cmm prom cram 

pmg pmg pm9 

p~gm pmg p m m  

p'bmg pmg pmg 

plcmg ping cram 

Pgg Pgg Pg9 

p~gg pgg cram 

p'cgg pgg pmg 

Table 4: 

Recipe for this type and remarks 
sines only; 
c~ and av negative 
n even with sines and odd with cosines; 
~/and/3v negative 
n + m even with sines and odd with cosines; 
/3 and/3  v negative 
cosines only; general parities; 

and a .  positive 
n is odd; new cell half of old 
a~ negative; negating half-turns 
n + m is odd; new cell half of old 
/3 and fl~ negative; negating half-turns 
m even with cosines and m odd with sines; 
/3 and % positive 
m odd with sines alone; new cell half of old 
a and cry negative 
pmg conditions and n odd; 
/3 and/3~ negative 
ping conditions and n + m odd; 
"y and av negative 
n + m even with cosines and odd with sines; 
/3 and/3 .  positive 
n + m odd with sines alone; new cell half 
a and o-~ negative 
pgg conditions and n odd; 
% and a negative 

Symmetry types with rotations 
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is the central axis of the new cell; a ,  is as before. Further, 7 and % are the glides related 
to the as  with lengths half the cell length. The as  and ~s are as before. 

The general term in the sum is the same as that  for the rectangular cell, but now we 
have the requirement that  m + n should always be even. Thus, when we require n to be 
odd to achieve a negation by h, m must be odd as well. 

t y p e  G E 

cm'  p l  c m  

cm'  m '  p2 cram 

c m  Clrt C'lrt 

d m  c m  p m  

cram'  c m  c m m  

cram cram cram 

d m m  cram p m m  

Recipe for this type and remarks; 
m + n is always even 
only sin(mY) terms appear; 

negative 
only s in(nX)s in(mY)  terms appear; 
p positive, a and a~ negative 
only cos(mY) terms appear; 

and c~ positive 
only cos(mY) terms appear; m, n odd; 
c~ and a positive 
only sin(nX) cos(mY) terms appear;  
a,  a positive, ~,, c~ negative 
only cos(nX) cos(mY) terms appear; 
a, c~, c%, (~ positive 
cram condition and m, n odd; 
or, a,  av, a .  positive; 
new cell half as large 

Table 5: Symmetry types in rhombic cells 

The square lattice 

In the square lattice we continue with the same notation, adding a few isometrics that  
are not present with rectangular cells. We refer to the reflection about the main diagonal 
of the square as C~M, the main diagonal mirror, and to reflection about the line joining 
midpoints of adjacent sides as a~, the eccentric mirror. As usual, "~ is used for the related 
glide reflections, whose meanings we hope are clear from context. In this case, we use p4 
to indicate rotation through 7r/2 about the origin. 

There is a bewildering variety of relationships among these isometrics, but we list only 
a few useful ones: 

do'~ = aM, O'M~r = h2p4 

Every type for which the square lattice is needed has P4 as either a positive or negating 
symmetry. Therefore every pa t te rn  has a positive half-turn and we may start  with terms 
of the kind listed for the rectangular cell types with half-turns. Because we require 
combinations of these terms, let us adopt shorthand notat ion as follows: 

C+(n,  m) = cos(nX) cos(mY) + cos(mX) cos(nZ) 

G - ( n ,  m) = cos(nX) cos(mY) - cos(reX) cos(nY) 
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S+(n, m) = sin(nX) sin(mY) - s in(reX) sin(nY) 

S-(n,  m) = s in(nX)s in(mY)  + s in (mX)s in (nY)  

The terms with superscript + are invariant under P4, while the others negate when P4 is 
applied. 

t y p e  G E Recipe for this type and remarks 
p4' p2 p4 C-  and S -  terms appear; 

pa negative 
p4'mm' pmm p4m o n l y C - t e r m s ;  

Pa negative, a, av positive 
p4'm'm cmm p4m only S -  terms; 

pa negative, aM and related mirrors positive 
p4'gm' pg9 p4g n + m odd with S -  terms; 

n 4- m even with C -  terms; 
P4 negative, a ,  av positive 

p4'g'm cmm p4g n 4- m even with S -  terms; 
n 4- m odd with C -  terms; 
p4 negative, a,  a ,  positive 

p4 p4 p4 C + and S + terms appear; 
Pa positive 

p'c4 p4 p4 C + and S + terms; m 4- n odd; 
Pa positive, negating quarter-turns 

p4m'm' p4 p4m S + terms only; 
Pa, positive, (YM, rY negative 

p4g~m ' p4 p4g n 4- m odd with C + terms; 
n ÷ m even with S + terms; 
pa, positive, ae, ~/negative 

p4g p49 p4g n + m odd with S + terms; 
n 4- m even with C + terms; 
P4, O'e, 7 positive 

p'flgm p4g p4m n + m odd with S + terms only; 
P4, ere, q, positive, aM negative 

p4m p4m p4m C + terms only; 
P4, O'M, a positive 

p~4mm p4m p4m n 4- m with C + terms only; 
P4, aM, cr positive, a~, ~' negative 

Table 6: Symmetry types in square cells 

The hex lattice 

There is little to add to the discussion in Example 2 of our section on the analysis of 
wallpaper functions. We use the abbreviations C(n, m) and S(n, m) as we did there. In 
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the table, we list the terms that must be 
Recall that parity considerations don't 
makes this table mercifully short is that 

included together to achieve the desired pattern. 
apply to this lattice type. Another thing that 
P3 cannot be negating, as its order is odd. 

t y p e  G E Recipe for this type and remarks 
p3 p3 p3 C and S terms appear; 

P3 positive 
p6' p3 p6 only S terms appear; 

P3 positive, P6 negative 
p31m' p3 p31m C(n ,m)-C(n , - (n+m))  and 

S(n, m) - S(n, -(n + m)) 
f13 positive, a~ negative 

p3m' p3 p3ml C(n, m) - C(-n, (n + m)) and 
S(n, m) - S(-n, (n + m)) 
P3 positive, ay negative 

p31m p31m p31m C(n,m) + C(n,-(n + m)) and 
+ + 

f13, crx positive 
p6'm'm p31m p6m S(n,m)+S(n,-(n+m))  

P3~ cry positive, P6 negative 
p3ml p3ml p3ml C(n,m) + C(-n, (n + m)) and 

S(n, m) + S(-n, (n + m)) 
P3, ay positive 

p6'mm' p3ml p6m S(n,m) + S(-n, (n + m)) 
P3, cry positive, P6 negative 

p6 p6 p6 only C terms appear; 
P6 positive 

p6m'm' p6 p6m C(n ,m)-C(n , - (n+m))  
P6 positive, cry, ay negative 

p6m p6m p6m C(n, m) + C(n, -(n + m) ) 
f16, ox, cry positive 

Table 7: Symmetry types in cells of hex lattice 

The re  Are Only 63 T y p e s  

For each of the wallpaper groups we need to count the different possible homomorphisms 
to the group {1, -1},  with the restriction that the kernel of the homomorphism contains 
two independent translations. In most cases, a simple table suffices. 

Table 12 is the most tedious, as sixteen possible homomorphisms reduce to only six 
equivalence classes. To avoid a table with sixteen rows, we indicate with parentheses 
whenever an equivalent pattern would result when the two generating translations are 
interchanged. 
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type  
p l  
p~l 

¢(k)  = - 1  wal lpaper  type  of kernel group, wi th  remarks  

none p l ,  s ame  as the extended group 
71 p l  = {7~, 72}; doubled cell 
72 not  a new type,  interchange 71 and 72 
71 and 72 not  a new type,  i(71) = ~-172 

Table 8: Two h o m o m o r p h i s m s  f rom pl .  Generators :  {71,72}. 

Table  9: 

type  
p2 
p2' 
* * *  

* * *  

p'b2 

Three  

¢(k) = - 1  wal lpaper  type  of kernel group, with remarks  
none p2, same  as the extended group 

p p l  
p, 71 not  a new type,  i(p) = i (pr l )  

P, not  a new type,  i(p) = i(pr2) 
p2 = {7~, 72, p}; doubled cell 71 

72 not  a new type,  interchange 71 and 72 

71 and 72 not  a new type,  i(71) = 7172 
p, 71, T 2 same  as above, i (p)  = i(p71) 

homomorph i sms  from p2. Generators :  {71,72, p}; relations: p2 = e. 

type  

Pg 
pg' 

ptb l g 
* * *  

¢(k)  = - 1  wal lpaper  type  of kernel group, wi th  r emarks  
none pg, same as the  extended group 

7 p l  
72 Pg = { 72, 7}, new negat ing glide 

7, 72 same as above, i (7)  = 772 

Table 10: Three  homomorph i sms  f rom pg. Generators :  {72, 7}; relations: 7 2 = 71. 

type  
pm 
pro' 
p' lm 
p' m 

p'bg 

c I m  

* * *  

¢(k)  = - 1  wal lpaper  type  of kernel group, with remarks  
none pm,  same as the  extended group 
a p l  
71 p m  = 72, 

72 pm : {71,722, if}; new negat ing mirror  
a, 72 same  as above, i (a )  = cr72 
71,a pg = {7~,72, 71a}; doubled cell 
72 
71 and 72 

not  a new type,  interchange 71 and 72 
cm = {717"2,717~ -1, a}; doubled cell 

a,  71, 72 same as above, i(o) = a72 

Table  11: Six homomorph i sms  f rom pro. Generators :  {71,72, a}; relations: a 2 =  e. 
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Table 12: 
e ~ p  2 = e .  

type ¢(k) = - 1  
p m m  none 
p?nrr/z t O 

prom'  p 

*** p and 0- 

Plbmm 7-1 (T2) 
7-2,0- 

*** p, 7-,(r2) 

*** P,~,  7-1(7-2) 
p 'bgm 7-, , 0- 
c ' m m  r ,  and r2 

*** 0-~ 7-1~ 7- 2 

p, r~, r= 

* * *  p~ 0"~ T , ,  T 2 

Six homomorphisms 

wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
p m m ,  same as the extended group 
p2, all mirrors negat ing 

p m =  {7-11 7-2, 0-}, one negat ing mirror  
same as above, i(0-) = 0-p 

p r o m  = {7-1,7-22, p,  0-} 

same as above, i(0-) = 0-7-2 

same as above, i (p)  = by1 
same as above, i (p)  = prl ,  i(0-) = 0-7-, 

p m g  = {7-2, p, r,0-}, doubled cell 
e m m  = { r ,  ra, p, a}; doubled cell 
same as above~ i(0-) = 0-r~ 

same as above, i(p) = p'q 
same as above, i(p) = ip71, i(0-) = 0-7-1 

from prnm. Generators:  {7-,,7-2,p,a}; relations: 0-2 = 

Table 13: 

7-2~ %o~ -- 

type 
p m g  

P'bm9 

ping'  

p m '  g -- 

Pb]gg 

p m '  g' 

¢(k) = - 1  wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
none ping,  same as the extended group 

7-, p r o 9  = % ,  

7-1, % same as above, i (%) = %7-1 
% 

Cg 

p m  = { rl , 7~, ~ } , P negative 
pg = {rl ,  %}, p negative 

7-1~ Oz 

7-,, %, and c~ same as above, i (%) = %71 
% and o~ p2 = {rl ,  7v 2, %c~}, p positive 

pgg = {r~, 7, r l a} ;  doubled cell 

Six homomorphisms from ping.  Generators:  {r, ,  %, c~}; relations: a2 = e, ~/~ = 

Pc. 

type ¢(k) = - 1  
pgg none 

P g - g -  13 

p 9 2 - 9  - Pc 

*** 13, Pc 

wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 

pgg, same as the extended group 

; 2  = {7-,, 7-2, p c }  

pg = {T1,13} 
same as above, i(13) = Pc13 

Table 14: Three homomorphisms from pgg. Generators:  {/3, pc};  relations:/32 = Wl, 13v = 
p 9, = = e. 
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type 
a m  

a m  r 

p ' jn  
p'~g 

¢(k) = - 1  wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 

none cm, same as the extended group 
a p l  

p m  = {~-172,7-ff~, a}, new cell doubled; 
a, 7l p m =  {7-lV2, 7-ff2 a, c~7-1 }, new cell doubled; 

Table 15: Four homomorphisms from cm. Generators: {7-1, a}; relations: T2 = aT-la -1. 

type 
c T n m  

cmm' 

c m m ' m '  
p~mm 
p'~mg- 
$ * *  

p'~gg 

¢(k) = - 1  wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
none c m m ,  same as the extended group 

PC am = {71, a} 
Pc and a same as above, i (a)  = p c a  
a 

7-1 and Pc 
7-~, Pc, and a 
7-1 and a 

p2 = {7-1, ~., pc }  
prom = {7-17-2, 7-1w2 ~, Pc, a},  cell doubled 
pmg  = { 7-17-~ , 7-1"r2 ~, a, Pc},  cell doubled 
same as above, i (a)  = p e a  
pgg = {717-~, 7-1a(= 7), Pc},  cell doubled 

Table 16: Six homomorphisms from cram. Generators: {71,a, pc} ,  relations: 7-2 = 
a T l a - l , a  2 -~ p ~  - -  e. 

type ¢(k) = - 1  
p4 none 

p4' Pa 
P~c4 7-1 
*** "rl and Pc 

wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
p4, same as the extended group 

p2 = {71,7-2, P]} 
p4 = {T 2, P4}, cell quadrupled 
same as above, i(p4) = Tlp4 

Table 17: Four homomorphisms from p4. Generators: {7-I,P4}; relations: 

p4rlp41, p~ = e. 

T2 = 

type 
p4g 
p4~ g~ m 
p4' gm'  
p4g'm'  

¢(k) -- - 1  wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
none p4g, same as the extended group 

p4 a,~m = {7-1, a~, p~} 
P4, ae pgg = {T1, p24, p4a~} 
a~ p4 ----- {7"1, f14} 

Table 18: Four homomorphisms from p4g. Generators: {P4, a~}; relations: T2 = P4"qP-4 1 = 
(p4ao) 2, p~ = e, a~ = e .  
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type 
p4m 
p 4 m ' m  ~ 
p4'm~m 
p4~mm ' 
p~c4mm 

p'c4gm 

¢(k) = - 1  wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
none p4m, same as the extended group 

CrM p4 = {7-1, P4} 

/94 and O-M prom = {7"1, PaCrM, P24} 
7-1 p4m = {7-?, P4, Cr M } 
7-1 and P4 same as above, i(p) = rip 
7-1 and O-M p4g = {7-?, TlCrM, P4} 
7-1, P4, and ffM same as above, i(p) = "rip 

Table 19: Six homomorphisms from p4m. Generators: {7-1, P4, O'M}; relations: 
p 4 7 - 1 p ; 1 , p ]  = e,o-  = e .  

= 

Groups using the hex lattice 

These five groups are intimately related, so we handle them in a single section, with only 
one table. 
Generators: 

p3 = {7-1, p3} 
p31m = {T1, Pa, O-~} 
p 3 m l  = {7-1, P3, Cru} 
p6 = {7-1, P6 } 
p6m = { rl , P6, Cry} 

Relations: 
2 2 =  p = p 3  = e , o -  x =Cry e. 

Useful formulas: 

7-2 = p3Tlp31, T17"2 = p317-11p3,p 2 = P3,O-y = O-xP6P3. 

The possibilities for homomorphisms from these groups is smaller than one might 
guess from the list of generators, because 7-1 and P3 can never be negating isometries of 
any pattern.  To see this, note that  p cannot go to - 1  because its order is odd, and that  7-1 
cannot go to - 1 ,  because then 7-2 and the product  7-27-1 would also be taken to - 1 ,  which 
would give a contradiction. 

We group all eleven homomorphisms in one table. Again, some comment on the 
notation is appropriate.  The need to distinguish between p31m and p 3 m l  might be taken 
as an argument against this notation. In the notat ion of orbifolds, these are 3 * 3 and 
• 333 respectively. Schattschneider [7] devotes an entire section to the difference between 
these two similarly-named types. In p 3 m l ,  every 3-center is on a mirror axis, while in 
p31m, this is not so. 

When negating symmetries are involved as well, the naming is more difficult, but 
some semblance of rationali ty is retained; the prime still tags which element has become 
a negating symmetry:  in p 3 m Y  patterns,  every mirror gives an antisymmetry, but some 
3-centers have no mirror through them; in p3m ~ patterns,  every negating mirror passes 
through a 3-center. A quiz about telling the types apart  is available online [3]. 
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type 
p3 
p31m 
p31m' 
p3ml 
p3m' 
p6 
p6 ~ 
p6m 
p6m' m' 
p6'm'm 
p6'mm' 

Table 

¢ ( k ) = - 1  
none 
none 
ax 
noue  

~y 

none 

P6 
none 

wallpaper type of kernel group, with remarks 
p3, same as the extended group 
p31m = {T1, P3, o'z} 
p3 = {~-1, P3} 
p3ml = {Ta, P3, ~r~} 
p3 = {~-1, P3} 
p6 = {7"1, PS} 
p3 = {T1, p~} 
p6m = {ra, P6, a~} 
p6 = {~'1, P6} a~ 

P6 p31m = {T1, P3, a~} 
P6 and a~ p3ml = {Tl,p3, p6a~}, a u positive 

20: Eleven homomorphisms from groups related to p3 

We are now ready to prove the theorem by counting up the nonequivalent possibilities. 
Proof. From the tables, we count: 2 + 3 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 3 + 4 + 6 +  11 = 63. 
Subtracting the 17 types without negating symmetries, we confirm that there are 46 
2-color types. • 

C o l o r - t u r n i n g  W a l l p a p e r  Func t ions  

The equation 
f (kx )  = ¢(k) f (x)  

may be familiar to the reader from the study of group representations. In particular, one 
wonders why we favor the group {1, - 1 )  as the range of ¢. Doing so forces any elements of 
odd order in E to belong to the kernel of the homomorphism, which means that nothing 
interesting can happen, for instance, to p3. And yet, the range of ¢ must be a set of 
numbers by which we can multiply f(x).  

When ¢ is a homomorphism from one of the wallpaper groups G to a group H, and f 
is a function from the plane to a set on which H acts, we call f a C-function, provided it 
satisfies the equation above. 

For example, take H to be the group of cube roots of unity. Then 

0(p3) = e ~ , ¢ ( r , )  = 1 

defines a homomorphism from p3 to H. One can construct C-functions for this situation 
using lattice waves and the technique of group averaging, but any such functions must 
take on complex values. It has frequently been said that one cannot picture a complex- 
valued function on  the plane, but the intriguing question of how to visualize one of these 
C-functions led us to develop the concept of domain-coloring. 

For more detail, see the review by Farris [2] of Tristan Needham's extensive book, 
Visual Complex Analysis [6] in the American Mathematical Monthly. The basic idea is 
that we color the complex plane using the artist's color wheel, fading to white at the 
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center and darkening to black at infinity. This could be done in various ways, but we 
put the color red at the complex number 1, with green and blue at the other two cube 
roots of unity, counterclockwise. Ideally, every complex number receives a different color. 
A domain-coloring diagram of a complex-valued function on the plane is a picture where 
each point in the domain is colored according to the color assigned to the value of the 
function at that point. 

With this in mind, a complex-valued C-function on the plane, for the homomorphism 
above from p3 to the group of cube roots of unity, is called a color-turning wallpaper 
function of order three. In particular, 

f(p3x) = eZ~f(x). 

In a domain-coloring of such a function, this is what one sees at a 3-center: when the 
image is rotated by 120 degrees, red changes to green, green changes to blue, and blue 
changed to red-- the colors turn. 

When this group H is used as the range of ¢, the equivalence types of color-turning 
wallpaper functions with group H clearly correspond to the 3-color groups of Griinbaum [4]. 
But this correspondence does not go through in general. In the classification of 4-color 
groups, one allows any permutation of the 4 colors, while here we insist that the colors 
rotate in order. 

Our claim that there is at least one infinite sequence of types of color-turning wallpaper 
functions is justified by the fact that we can send one of the generators of pl  to the n th 

root of unity, for any n, and construct a color-turning wallpaper function that turns n 
times along one side of a cell. 

Vibrating Wallpaper 

In our construction of wallpaper functions, we mentioned that each lattice wave is one of 
the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian used in solving the linear wave equation with periodic 
boundary conditions. 

We imagine an infinite flexible membrane, deformed into the shape of a wallpaper 
function and released from rest. If the wallpaper function is expressed in terms of its 
Fourier series, we can easily predict how that shape will vibrate into the future. In 
fact, we have computer animations (in the mpeg and other file formats) that show these 
vibrations. 

These and many color images of wallpaper functions can be seen in the prototype 
volume of the new, entirely online journal of the MAA, Communications in Visual Math- 
ematics [3]. There you will also find a JAVA applet enabling users to construct their own 
wallpaper functions with any desired symmetry or antisymmetry. 

Our inspection of the spectrum present in each recipe leads us to claim that one can 
indeed hear the symmetry type of a vibrating wallpaper drum, including any antisymme- 
tries, when present. 
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